Future Focused
2021-2024 Business Plan

Our
School Creed

Our
Mission

Our
Values

Our creed has guided our activities and teaching at
HPS since 1935. It connects us with the proud history
of teaching that we have delivered with our community.

“Teachers, parents and community
combining to deliver opportunities and
an environment that creates lifelong
independent learners.”

Our values reflect who we are, what we stand for and how
we treat each other. Living our values helps prepare our
students to inspire and lead our communities into the future.
Living our values delivers a Hollywood “KID”:

Hollywood is our school.
Let us work together to help each other
with friendship and cooperation.
We believe in the importance of manners
and good sportsmanship.
Make our achievements the bestwe can do
to ensure a good reputation for Hollywood.

Our students develop a shared personal commitment to the creed
from an early stage at Hollywood. The depth of their connection
with it is evident in HPS events and activities alike.

Our mission defines our
objective and how we will
reach it:
• We believe it is
critically important for
our students to have
the ability to develop
knowledge and skills
both inside and outside
of formal education.

• This means helping
them to grow
responsibility for
their own learning
as opposed to pure
learning success.
• At Hollywood, we have
a vibrant community
who collectively engage
to deliver a safe, fun
and engaging learning
environment.

K

Kindness

Our words and
actions make
others feel safe
in the classroom
playground
and our online
communities.

I

D

Innovation

Discovery

Self-directed
learners with a
problem-solving
mindset.

Actively
seeking new
experiences as
we grow and
discover our
strengths.

Our Student View
We are proud to be part of
the HPS community and
wear our uniform with pride.

School
Self-Assessment
We are taught
by engaging and
knowledgeable staff.

The school will use the Department’s Electronic
School Assessment Tool (ESAT) to selfassess
annually against the following six domains, which
align to our six focus areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teaching quality
Learning environment
Leadership
Relationships and partnerships
Use of resources
Student achievement and progress

The school will host a Director, Public School Accountability,
and a peer reviewer for a validation visit within the duration
of this business plan. The report from this review will be
published on our school website.

We support and
are supported by
our friends.

We have a
safe learning
environment.

Our Business Plan
Focus Areas

Focus Area 1:
Teaching Quality

At HPS, our students, staff and community combine to deliver a supportive learning environment that encourages
personal growth for our students across academic, sporting and social fields. We regularly measure and review our
performance and have identified the following improvement areas for 2021-2024.
Teaching Quality

Student Achievement
& Progress

Student Leadership

Learning
Environment

We want to increase
alignment of teacher
grading with NAPLAN
outcomes.

We want to
improve NAPLAN
and Progressive
Achievement Test
results against Like
Schools.

We want to create
more leadership
opportunities, moving
to a distributive
leadership model.

We want to excel
in care, health and
wellbeing.

We’ll do this through:
• Use of Brightpath.
• Improved
moderation.
• Set lesson structures
with high impact
teaching strategies.

We’ll do this through:
• Mental computation
strategies.
• SMART goals
for individual
achievement.
• Talk For Writing
& Seven Steps to
Writing Success.

We’ll do this through:
• Future Leaders
Framework.
• HPS Student
Leadership Policy
revision.

We’ll do this through:
• Embedding playbased learning.
• Student voice.
• eSmart and
Protective
Behaviours.

Building
Relationships
We want to continue to
build on our supportive
parent relationships.

We’ll do this through:
• Creating new
channels for parent
feedback.
• Improving parent
feedback regarding
student progress.
• Continuing to
increase parent
involvement in
classrooms, clubs
and sports.
• Open
communications.

Resources
We want to inform,
model and inspire
sustainable practices.

We’ll do this through:
• Recycling initiatives.
• Community
presentations.
• Partnerships:
Bush School, etc.

By 2023, teacher grades
will be within 0.5 standard
deviations of expectation in:
• English
• Mathematics
• Science
• HASS
By 2023, teacher grades
will be within 0.5 standard
deviations of expectation in:
• English
• Mathematics
• Science
• HASS

What we will do (Strategy)
Moderation

What you will see (Measure)

• Moderation with year-level collaborative teams.

• Collaboration with Shenton Network
schools each semester.

• Comparative moderation with Like and Unlike
Schools in report grades and comments.

• Collaboration within cohort teams
each semester.

Brightpath

• Use of Talk For Writing (K-2) and Seven Steps
to Writing Success (3-6).

• Use of the Brightpath program for making
consistent judgments.

Whole-school programs
• Ensure whole-school programs are used
effectively and consistently.
• In-servicing for new staff and newly
introduced programs.

Spelling
• Ensure the consistent teaching of spelling rules
through the development of a whole-school
Spelling Scope & Sequence.

• Create a schedule for the use of Brightpath
to assess common assessment tasks.

• All teachers following the HPS Teaching
& Learning Model.
• Incorporation of HITS (High Impact Teaching
Strategies) into lesson design.

• Whole-school Scope & Sequence for writing,
using high-level vocabulary based on texts.
• Literacy Spine of books for shared reading to
develop vocabulary, comprehension, language
structure and background knowledge.

Focus Area 2:
Student Achievement and Progress
By 2022, longitudinal
NAPLAN achievement in
Year 3 will be equal to Like
Schools in:
• Reading
• Grammar & Punctuation
By 2024, longitudinal •
NAPLAN achievement in
Year 3 will be above Like
Schools in:
• Reading
• Grammar & Punctuation
By 2022, longitudinal
NAPLAN achievement in
Year 5 will be equal to Like
Schools in:
• Reading
• Grammar & Punctuation
By 2024, longitudinal
NAPLAN achievement in
Year 5 will be equal to Like
Schools in:
• Reading
• Grammar & Punctuation

What we will do (Strategy)

What you will see (Measure)

Reading

• Results will be at or above Like Schools.

• Use of consistent reading comprehension
strategies.

• Information will be provided to parents about
how to support their child with reading at home.

• Targeted small-group intervention in early
reading skills.

• Every child will be read to, every day.

• Use of decodable readers and phonemic
awareness instruction.

• Whole-school data analysis
(longitudinal grouping).

Grammar & Punctuation
• Consistent whole-school approach to teaching
grammar and punctuation.

Writing
• Use of Talk For Writing K-2 and Seven Steps
to Writing Success in Years 3-6.

Spelling
• Consistent approach to spelling, following a
synthetic phonics sequence across Kindergarten
to Year 6.

• Lexile growth will be consistent with benchmarks.

• Develop a scope and sequence for the wholeschool teaching of grammar and punctuation with
support from the LDC.
• Use of common language across literacy.
• A consistent approach to the teaching and
assessment of reading and writing will be
evident across the school.
• Play-based oral language (listening/speaking)
program.
• Banks of ideas between teachers for sharing
good practice/strategies.
• All staff will be trained in the synthetic
phonics program.

For each year between 2021
and 2024, the percentage
of students in Stanine 5 and
above will increase in:
• PAT Reading
• PAT Mathematics
For each year between 2021
and 2024, the percentage
of students achieving at or
above the Decile 1 Schools’
average in On-Entry Testing
will increase in:
• On-Entry Reading
• On-Entry Writing

What we will do (Strategy)

What you will see (Measure)

Numeracy
• Focus on mental computation strategies
(aligned to Paul Swan scope and sequence).
• Focus on word problems, training students
in read-aloud functions.
Reading
• Use of consistent reading comprehension strategies.
• Targeted small-group intervention in early
reading skills.

• Numeracy results will continue to be
above Like Schools.

• Results in Reading, Writing, Spelling and
Grammar will be at or above Like Schools.
• All teachers delivering explicit phonics lessons,
with warm-ups to retrieve previously taught
material.

Data Analysis
• Consistent storage of data for easy handover,
analysis and generating of targeted learning plans.
• Professional learning around effect sizes
as a progress measure.
Consistency
• Comprehensive and consistent approach
to instruction across all learning areas
and year levels.

• Rigorous analysis of data results of phonics
screens (KAT, RAT), On-Entry results,
Brightpath and Talk For Writing assessments.

• Consistent lesson design evident in all classrooms
following the HPS Teaching & Learning Model.
• Consistent instructional strategies and programs
used following learning area operational plans.

Focus Area 3:
Leadership
By 2023, develop a
comprehensive HPS
Leadership Strategy that
incorporates the DOE Future
Leaders Framework cycle
of identifying, nurturing,
developing and supporting
aspiring, beginning, current
and senior leaders.
By 2023, refine the HPS
Student Leadership Policy
to include roles which meet
the developmental needs
of student leaders and
the needs of the school
community.

Focus Area 4:
Learning Environment
What we will do (Strategy)

What you will see (Measure)

Staff Leadership
• Engagement with the Future Leaders Framework.
• Provide aspirant programs for Level 3 teachers,
rising leaders, and Senior Teachers to practice
leadership.

• Increase in the number of staff engaged in
the Future Leaders Framework, Curriculum
Committee, acting in higher duties and seeking
other opportunities.
• Funding put towards Level 3 Teacher PD
and other leadership development.
• A distributed leadership model will be evident.

Student Leadership Policy
• Revised Student Leadership Policy to formalise
roles/leadership structure, incorporating all
stakeholders.

• Year 6 leaders are recognised and visible in the
school community, engaging in service learning
and clear roles around the school.
• Peer coaching and collaboration is evident.
• Assemblies and formal events are student-led.

Student Leadership Structure
• Include school values program into student
leadership policy.
• Make formalised student leadership meeting times to
develop skills, with clear guidelines/timetable/roster.

• Improved student survey results in each year from
2021 to 2024, with specific questions about leadership.
• Students displaying positive behaviours
(e.g. manners, confidence, presentation skills).
• Students giving notices on the PA daily.

Community Engagement
• Community, staff and student input to establish a
model to commence 2022 with a leadership structure.
• Improve peer/leader relationships.
• Student leaders coordinate events.

• Whole-school Scope & Sequence for writing,
using high-level vocabulary based on texts.
• Literacy Spine of books for shared reading to
develop vocabulary, comprehension, language
structure and background knowledge.

By 2023, the number of
National Quality Standard
areas met will increase
according to the following:
• Meet Quality Area 1 by the
end of 2021
• Achieve “met” status in at
least four other Areas by
the end of 2022
• By the end of 2023, achieve
“met” status in all areas
Achieve a rating of at least
3.8 on the 2022 and 2024
National School Opinion
Survey (NSOS) Students
in questions relating to:
• Care
• Health
• Wellbeing

What we will do (Strategy)
Play-Based Learning
• HPS Play Policy and blended approach embedded
purposefully from Kindergarten to Year 2 through
providing teacher PL and accessing a consultant.

Self-Regulation
• Zones of Regulation PL accessed and this
used as a common language when labelling
emotions K-6.
Social/Emotional Support
• Provide social/emotional support through the
chaplaincy program.

What you will see (Measure)
• Annual internal audit using independent
NQS Expert.
• Increase in areas met during Term 4 NQS School
Self Assessment each year.
• Focus on Quality Area 1 and maintaining “met”
status in at least four other areas.
• Decrease in playground and classroom issues
and increase in faction tokens issued.
• Decrease in reports of bullying from students/parents.
• Consistent use of faction tokens, HPS Values
Framework, eSmart and Protective Behaviours.
• Pastoral care processes will be transparent and
accessible by all.
• Increased Year 6 leader autonomy and responsibility.

• Provide social/emotional support through
elements of the DRUMBEAT and PB programs.

• Recording of students who have engaged with the
Chaplain and DRUMBEAT programs.

Accountability
• Ongoing mentorship and classroom observations.

• Administration and peer observations occurring
regularly as part of the performance growth cycle.

• Regular Performance Management meetings with
Line Manager to share planning documents.

• Consistent use of the HPS Teaching & Learning
Model and whole-school programs.

Focus Area 5:
Relationships and Partnerships
Achieve a rating of at least
4.0 on the 2022 and 2024
National School Opinion
Survey (NSOS) Community
in the areas of:
• Parent feedback
• Parent opinions

What we will do (Strategy)
Parent Feedback
• Parent forums with the Principal and
Class Representatives.
• Regular informal surveys.
Communication and Initiatives
• Open communications with parents
through use of Connect.

Focus Area 6:
Resources
What you will see (Measure)
• Increased percentage of positive responses
on surveys.
• Increased opportunities for ongoing parent feedback
and suggestions through School Board and P&C.
• School newsletter and term planner shared
regularly.

By 2023, all students and
staff will be engaged in
sustainability practices in
line with local community
partnerships.

What we will do (Strategy)

• Paper recycling bins in every classroom.
Sustainable Practices
• Student leaders modelling sustainable practices
and monitoring use of resources.
• Educators modelling sustainable practices.

• KIDDO Program and relationship with UWA.

• Focus on Fundamental Movement Skills in
Daily Fitness.

• Increased results in Fundamental Movement
Skills through KIDDO reports.

Community Involvement

Parent Involvement

• Open days and school events for the community

• Provide regular opportunities for parents
to be involved in their child’s learning.

• Increased parent involvement at classroom and
school event levels.

• Work with P&C to encourage parent help
and use of available skill sets.

• Parent representatives for each class meet
with the Principal.

• Parent helpers encouraged & rostered in classrooms.

Community and Responsiveness
• Continue to move towards cultural responsiveness
in line with the Aboriginal Cultural Standards
Framework.
• Chaplain support for families experiencing hardship.

• Increased P&C representation.
• Developing knowledge of Aboriginal culture and the
Noongar Six Seasons through Bush School
and whole-school songs.
• The chaplain will be visible in school
communications (newsletters), whole school
events and helping to facilitate guest speakers.

What you will see (Measure)

• Use of local areas as an extension of the
school learning environment.

Partnerships
• Strengthen existing external partnerships.
• Seek partnerships which meet the strategic
direction of the school.
• Implementation of STEAM projects.

• Hungry Bin for compostable food scraps.
• Trash Free Tuesday.
• Sustainability linked into education through
STEAM projects.
• Decreased use of utilities and resources
e.g. electricity, water, bin emptying costs.
• City of Nedlands partnerships Bush School and recycling station.
• Tree planting with Hollywood reserve.
• Students involved in planting and upkeep
of class garden beds.
• Busy Bees with P&C to improve school grounds.
• Partnerships with Bunnings, Coles, PCH,
Telethon Institute, etc.
• Relationships with parents and community
members e.g. volunteers to harvest school
gardens for cooking.
• Partnership with Scitech for STEM Module
implementation.

How it
Fits Together

Glossary

Brightpath: A software program
which supports teachers with
assessment and making professional
and consistent judgments
Bush School: Children learning
through outdoor exploration
Connect: A secure online
environment developed by the
Department of Education for staff,
students and parents in public schools

Our Creed
Is a fundamental
statement of belief
that has guided our
activities and teaching
since Hollywood
Primary School
opened in 1935.

Our Mission
Represents the goal
we are committed
to delivering for our
students today. It is
the purpose and the
reason why we come
to work every day.

Our Values
Reflect who we are,
what we stand for
and how we treat
each other. Living
our values helps
prepare our students
to inspire and lead
our communities
into the future.

Our Plan
Reflects our focus
areas for improvement
over the next three
years. They provide
a solid framework
to ensure we get the
job done right and
achieve success.

Decile: Data in order on a scale of one
to 10 where each number corresponds
to an increase of 10 percentage points
DOE: Department of Education,
Western Australia
DRUMBEAT: Discovering
Relationships Using Music, Beliefs,
Emotions, Attitudes, and Thoughts
Effect size: A number measuring the
strength of the relationship between
two variables
ESAT: Electronic School
Assessment Tool

eSmart: An initiative of the Alannah &
Madeline Foundation, helps schools
maintain a supported and connected
community to reduce online and
offline bullying, and increase
wellbeing.
HITS: High Impact Teaching
Strategies
HPS: Hollywood Primary School
KAT: Kindergarten Assessment Tool
KIDDO: A fundamental movement
skills program for ages 3-8
Level 3: A salary step recognising
exemplary teaching practice

On-Entry: A standardised assessment
undertaken by all Preprimary students
PA: Public Address System
PAT: Progressive Achievement Tests
Paul Swan (Dr): A mathematics
consultant from Western Australia
who has published books and
developed games
PB: Protective Behaviours
P&C: Parents and Citizens
Association
PCH: Perth Children's Hospital
PD: Professional Development

LDC: Language Development Centre

PL: Professional Learning

Like Schools: Schools with a
similar Index of Community SocioEducational Advantage rating.

Protective Behaviours: An approach
to developing personal safety skills

Literacy Spine: Classic books and
high-quality literature to form the core
of a literacy program from K-6

Scope and Sequence: A term that
describes the ideas and concepts that
will be covered in a course within a
curriculum

NAPLAN: National Assessment
Program - Literacy and Numeracy
NQS: National Quality Standard

RAT: Rainbow Assessment Tool

Seven Steps to Writing Success:
A program which isolates writing skills
into seven individual steps

Standard Deviation: A measure of the
amount of variation or dispersion of a
set of values
Stanine: Student abilities are
distributed into nine categories, with
stanine 1 the lowest, stanine 5 the
midpoint and stanine 9 the highest
STEAM: Science, Technologies,
Engineering, Arts & Mathematics
STEM: Science, Technologies,
Engineering & Mathematics
Synthetic Phonics: A method of
teaching reading which first teaches
the letter sounds and then builds up to
blending these sounds together
Talk For Writing: A program involving
orally reciting and acting out popular
stories before innovating and creating
new ones
UWA: The University of Western
Australia
Zones of Regulation: A cognitivebehavioral approach used to teach us
how to regulate our feelings, energy
and sensory needs

117 Monash Avenue
Nedlands WA 6009
(08) 9278 6400
hollywood.ps@education.wa.edu.au

